UI honors King through Big 10 television linkup
Scott King discusses 'dream'

Black activist Nikki Giovanni calls academia 'new lunch counter' in civil rights movement

Rioting
Azerbaijanis, Armenians clash; many killed in ethnic feuding

Fire, poison gas smoke kill 43 in Spanish disco

United Nations
Spy caught

A Soviet diplomat code-named 'Donald' who spied for the FBI and CIA was caught, confessed and is about to be deported to Sweden, the Communist Party daily said. See Nation, World, page 8A.

Sports
Super Bowl set

The Denver Broncos and San Francisco 49ers both earned spots in Sunday's Super Bowl by winning 100-125

Weather

Sunny

Party sunny today. High in the 70s.
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1989 busy year for UI Hospitals

459,000 patients treated, from transplants to premature babies

Marge Ely

The Daily Iowan

Nearly 459,000 people, including 407,384 Iowans every year, were treated at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics during Fiscal Year 1989.

"The UI Hospitals and Clinics once again took a leadership role in improving the health of the people of Iowa," said Jack Heffner, director of the hospitals.

There were 101 patients who received transplants in 1989, more than in any other year by far. The UI Children's Hospital, for example, performed 12 transplants this year, the most in its 10-year history.

The UI Hospitals and Clinics also treated more than 3,000 patients suffering from cardiovascular disease, including 100 with heart attacks. The hospitals treated more than 2,000 patients with cancer and more than 1,000 with diabetes. Intensive Care was treated for nearly 3,000 patients with trauma or injury.

Among transplant services, the UI Hospitals and Clinics

Study examines ethics issues of medical technology

UMC-MONORAP—"The Legislature this week focuses on abortion issues and more on medical technology issues. We take the first steps to sorting out our budget," said Rep. Dennis Kelsey, D-Des Moines.

As committee in both the House and Senate which are in this year's session, Kelsey said there were more on medical technology issues than on the medical budget.

One issue was the ethical considerations on future patients who were to be born in the hospitals.

"It's a moral issue—it's what is the right thing to do," Kelsey said.

Men charged in marina burglary

Katy Derick

The Daily Iowan

Two Cedar Rapids men were charged with second-degree burglary of the Cedar Rapids Marina, and another man was charged with theft under $1,000.

According to Johnson County Sheriff's deputies, the three men were arrested on a warrant for grand theft under $10,000.

The three men were charged with theft under $1,000 for the theft of a boat from the Cedar Rapids Marina.

Riverboat casinos mean work for investigators

Don Mallory

The Daily Iowan

Riverboat casinos, proposed as a means of raising revenue, are more than a year away from reality, but the riverboats will not be the only ones looking for business. The Iowa Gambling Act has created a new market for investigators.

The Iowa Gambling Act has introduced a new market for investigators. The law, which took effect on July 1, 1989, allows the establishment of riverboat casinos in Iowa.

Courts

Kathy David

The Daily Iowan

Two state students were charged with burglary Thursday after they were caught breaking into a car at the Iowa Students Union.

The two students were charged with burglary, a second-degree offense, and they face up to two years in prison if convicted.

The other two were charged with larceny, a third-degree offense, and they face up to one year in prison if convicted.

Richard McGee

The Iowa Student

The Daily Iowan

The Iowa Student-

In Brief

Briefs

A U.S. College of Dentistry project provides health care for the elderly has received $150,000 from the General Dental Health Award Fund, the American Dental Association Council on Research and Education said.

The program will add services to the University's College of Dentistry's Oral Health Services in Des Moines.

The project was designed to increase the number of elderly persons who receive dental care.

The council said the project would be valuable for elderly persons who are not able to afford dental care.

Briefs

The Department of Iowa League of Women Voters has received $15,000 from the Department of Health and Human Services to provide a "Healthcare Helper," a monthly newsletter for health care professionals.

The newsletter will provide information on recent developments in health care and current issues, as well as a "Healthy Reading" feature.

Today

At least 160 people died in the United States last year from the flu, according to the Centers for Disease Control.

The flu is a contagious disease that can be spread from person to person through coughing, sneezing, or contact with contaminated surfaces.

The flu can cause symptoms such as fever, headache, fatigue, and cough.

The flu vaccine is recommended for all persons over the age of 6 months who are at high risk for complications from the flu, including young children, pregnant women, and persons with certain medical conditions.

The flu vaccine is available at local health departments, pharmacies, and clinics.

Corrections

The Daily Iowan is the source of all information in this paper. Information from other sources is noted with attribution.
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UI senior gets job experience as student-run station student, Jon Anne Berard.

Jon Anne Berard.

The Daily Iowan

Lemon.

This new cassette deck won't make it into your home.

There was a slight improvement in the cabinet.

Chances are you wouldn't have noticed it.

Check out specialists Dennis Peer did.

Every cassette deck.

Audio Odyssey.

We pluck the lemons. You get the plums.

With Macintosh you can even do this:

File
New N
Open... 0
Save $4
Save As $4
Print... $4
Quit 0

Smyth, B. (The Daily Iowan)

UI researchers awarded grants for radiation therapy, toxic waste projects

UI senior Jon Anne Berard has worked for KRVI-FM radio for two years.

His work experience as a student-run station student, Jon Anne Berard.
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The news enraged the crowd that the British attempted to quell the unrest by using tear gas and rubber bullets. The deaths of those who were killed, and the ongoing violence, led to international condemnation and increased pressure on the British to end the conflict.

The demonstrations continued throughout the spring and summer, with new outbreaks of violence and civil unrest. The situation in Northern Ireland remained tense and volatile, with both the British and Irish governments working to find a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

In other developments, the death of a prominent independence leader in Ireland, John Hume, was mourned by many, as he was a respected figure in the struggle for Irish unity.

As the year came to a close, there was hope for a possible breakthrough in the negotiations, with both sides showing a willingness to engage in meaningful discussions.

The situation in Northern Ireland remained complex and challenging, with the hope for a lasting peace continuing to be a distant goal. The events of 1998 were a pivotal moment in the history of the region, shaping the course of events for years to come.
Nation/World

Politics strain 'friendship' between Jackson, Barry

WASHINGTON (AP) — They shared the bully pulpit in the civil rights movement. They called themselves friends. They share the White House. But whenever stories of the political liaison between Marion Barry and Jesse Jackson are mentioned, Jackson is always quoted by his political realist.

Barry is fighting for political survival as much as his presence would suggest. They call themselves friends. They work hard to combat the political realists' assertions that he never made. They call it the best of both worlds — like visiting your former civil rights colleague, putting your skids under the microscope since your investigation of Barry's ties to a convicted drug dealer, and an inescapable political realist.

But federal prosecutors continue to investigate the Washington embattled mayor's association with the former civil rights colleague, who was once known as the "great symbol." Mayor Barry, who has been under the Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms^

GM agrees on joint Hungarian venture

DETROIT (AP) — General Motors Corp. announced Friday it had reached a tentative agreement with a Hungarian government-owned automaker to build cars and engines at a plant under construction in an Eastern European nation.

"This market has been a great one for us," said GM spokesman Michael Kafko. "We've been doing a lot of bad planning in this country," because "the children of the children of the children," the company wants to use in the Hungarian venture, "is going to be delivered to us by the children of the children of the children of Europe.

GM Europe President Robert Eaton and RABA President Laszlo Theiss said it was the "right moment for us" to join General Motors Europe with its new plant near Budapest, Hungary's capital, to make engines and trucks, diesel and gasoline. The company is to invest $150 million in the deal. The tentative agreement, GM would have a 47 percent interest in the Szeged plant and would be allowed to appoint management staff. The plant would create about 850 jobs in the western Hungarian town.

The world's largest automaker was looking at a market of which it currently has no share in the Western European market. The new plant would create 850 jobs in the western Hungarian town, Theiss said. The world's largest automaker was looking at a market of which it currently has no share in the Western European market. The new plant would create 850 jobs in the western Hungarian town, Theiss said.

100-yr.-old opthalmologist to run for Congress in N.C.

GOLDSBORO, N.C. (AP) — Dr. Harry Stonehouse says he started thinking about running for Congress when he saw all the announcements of people running for Congress.

"I've never been under such a siege in my life," he said, as he answered the third phone call in less than three minutes. "It's the children."

Stonehouse, a retired ophthalmologist, said he has the time and money to run and that it wouldn't be the worst job in the world. "It's the children."

Stonehouse is running as a third-party candidate for a Republican congressman.

Start with us

Make a resolution we can help you keep. Begin a weight program now for those special events this summer.

Start the year off right. Call today for information on our special prices.
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Spring Session

Downtown Jewelry

IN-HOUSE CAPABILITIES:

• Diamond Art Knots
• Sterling Silver
• Gemstone Knots
• Custom Jewelry
• Gift Appreciation

For more information, please call 354-9675 or 354-2151

OUTSTANDING

Stainless steel, gold-tone and brilliant blue come together to create this striking Seiko timepiece. November first: the blue deal with lasting quality. Stainless steel markers and a day/date display. Display surrounded by a stunning cold-edge bezel. And set off with a link bracelet.
Eating disorders

For many, dieting can lead to compulsive, destructive behavior.

Eating disorders

Eating disorders are a group of related mental health disorders in which a person has a disturbance in normal eating patterns. These disorders can be caused by a variety of factors, including physical, psychological, and social factors. The most common eating disorders are anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and binge eating disorder.

Anorexia nervosa is a serious and potentially life-threatening eating disorder characterized by an extreme fear of gaining weight or becoming fat. People with anorexia nervosa may have a distorted body image and an unrealistic fear of being overweight. They often engage in extreme weight-loss behaviors, such as fasting, excessive exercise, and purging. Anorexia nervosa can lead to serious health problems, such as heart problems and electrolyte imbalances.

Bulimia nervosa is an eating disorder characterized by episodes of binge eating followed by purging, such as self-induced vomiting or misuse of laxatives. People with bulimia nervosa may have a distorted body image and an unrealistic fear of being overweight. They may have a fear of losing control over their eating and a sense of shame and guilt about their behavior.

Binge eating disorder is a type of eating disorder characterized by episodes of binge eating without the purging behaviors associated with bulimia nervosa. People with binge eating disorder may have a distorted body image and an unrealistic fear of being overweight. They may have a fear of losing control over their eating and a sense of shame and guilt about their behavior.

Eating disorders are a serious and potentially life-threatening condition that requires professional treatment. Treatment options may include therapy, medication, and nutritional counseling.

Therapy available for anorexia, bulimia

Therapy is an important part of treatment for eating disorders. Therapy can help people understand the underlying causes of their eating disorder and learn how to manage their behavior. Therapy can also help people learn new skills for managing stress and improving their self-esteem.

Family therapy is a type of therapy that involves a family member or family members in the therapy process. This can be helpful because it allows people to learn how to communicate with their loved ones about their eating disorder and how to support them.

Cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) is a type of therapy that focuses on changing negative thoughts and behaviors. CBT can help people learn how to identify and challenge their negative thoughts and learn new, more adaptive ways of thinking.

Nutritional counseling is a type of therapy that focuses on helping people to develop healthy eating habits. This can include learning about healthy foods and portion sizes, as well as learning about the role of nutrition in overall health.

Exxon spills 567,000 gallons of heating oil on East Coast

Exxon had an oil spill on the East Coast that affected beaches and marine life. The spill was caused by a fuel oil pipeline that broke, releasing 567,000 gallons of heating oil into the ocean. Exxon worked to clean up the spill and ensure that the affected areas were restored.

The Environmental Protection Agency was involved in the cleanup efforts, and they worked with Exxon to ensure that the affected areas were restored. They also worked to ensure that the public was informed about the spill and the cleanup efforts.

The spill affected beaches and marine life, and it caused environmental damage. Exxon worked to clean up the spill and restore the affected areas.
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Nation/World

Wm. Bryson appointed atty. in Noriega hearing

Prosecutor worked in
North trial previously

MIA (AP) — A Top Justice
Department lawyer who played a
role in the Oliver North case was
named on Jan. 15 as the
president of sought Pennsyl-

vania doctors.

U.S. Attorney Dexter Lehtinen

and Deputy U.S. Senator
William S. Cohen in support

of a woman's right to an
abortion.

Assistant

Justice Thurgood

Wade

Briefly


going for eating and drinking, so

the nation's oldest city has

become almost the center of a

worldwide gastronomic revival. The

winners are both old and new.

A list of the best places to eat in

the town's now-annual Guide to

Best Dining in Charleston,

published in the Charleston

American newspaper, is always

a hot topic of conversation.

But there's no disputing that

Charleston is a food lover's

paradise.

For the past several years, the

city has been hosting an annual

food festival, which draws
tourists from all over the world.

And with good reason.

Charleston's cuisine is

famous for its rich history and

traditional flavors.

From the classic Southern dishes

like fried chicken and shrimp

and grits, to the more

modern offerings like duck

confit and blackberry cobbler,

there's something for everyone.

So if you're looking for a

taste of Charleston's

culinary delights, look no further.

The city's restaurants have

something for everyone's

taste buds.

But don't just take our word for it.

Come visit Charleston and

experience its world-famous

cuisine for yourself.
Why not exclude everybody?

O nce again, the issue of women in combat has reared its head. During the recent Gulf War, women from the United States military forces, on both the ground and the air, bravely served their country through Peruvian Defense Forces. At the same as America by Iraq, led by Capt. Linda Boyd,31, Gettysburg College, PA, 1986, a 36-year-old veteran, Bitar fought in battle alongside her male counterparts. Both Boyd — and possibly every other woman soldier in the United States military forces — therefore adds to the great list of women who have risked their lives and bodies for their country.

Several years ago, the U.S. military decided to open up the opportunity of serving in combat roles to women. This move was made in response to a court case, United States v. Shoemaker, which stated that it was illegally discriminatory to exclude women from the Military Defense Department but those men. The court also ruled that women have a higher trained officer corps and they are taught in some of the most prestigious military schools. Boyd's experiences, 36-year-old veterans, and combat service as their role model.

Though these women have not been locked out of the Military Defense Department but those men. The court also ruled that women have a higher trained officer corps and they are taught in some of the most prestigious military schools. Boyd's experiences, 36-year-old veterans, and combat service as their role model.

Those in opposition to women in combat roles argue that military operations require men and the esprit de corps that has characterized the armed forces for centuries. Furthermore, many argue that women are not physically capable of handling the stresses of combat and that they are not suited for combat roles.

I n response to these arguments, President George Bush appointed a special commission to study the issue of women in combat roles. The commission recommended that women be allowed to serve in all military operations, including combat, for a four-year trial period. Boyd's experiences, 36-year-old veterans, and combat service as their role model.

After Boyd's return from the Gulf War, she spoke out against those who argued that women were not suited for combat roles. She stated that she had not been discriminated against in any way and that she had been treated with respect and dignity. Boyd's experiences, 36-year-old veterans, and combat service as their role model.

Boyd's experiences, 36-year-old veterans, and combat service as their role model.

Jeff Greenfield

Opinions expressed on Viewpoints page of The Daily Iowan are those of the signal author. The Daily Iowan, as a non-profit corporation, does not express opinion on these matters.
**Weak yen, high U.S. stock exchange make N.Y. stock exchange changes bearish**

**Keating says S&L losses avoidable**

**Tobacco ads in video games spark criticit**

**NATION/WORLD**

**Soviet paper says clampdown on ads has been charged with spying**

**MOSCOW (AP) — The Communist Party newspaper**

The news paper, which said that the clampdown on ads was the most important of 30 anti-graft measures in the last two years, said it was also a sign of a strengthening of the party's position in the state. The newspaper did not specify which articles were targeted.

The clampdown on tobacco advertising in video games was sparked by criticism from some lawmakers and health experts. The newspaper said that the clampdown was a step in the right direction, but that more needed to be done.

The newspaper also said that the clampdown was a response to growing public concern about the health effects of tobacco advertising.

The clampdown was announced by a law that took effect in January. The law bans all tobacco advertising in video games.

**MARKET TRENDS**

**The yen has weakened to a record low against the U.S. dollar, with the currency's weakness forces investors to wait for the businesses to sell more for their stock market, said Shaps."**

Strength in the Tokyo market that has plunged to a seven-year low has helped stabilize world markets in the aftermath of the U.S. financial crisis.

The currency's weakness forces investors to wait for the businesses to sell more for their stock market, said Shaps, a financial intermediary.

The yen has weakened to a record low against the U.S. dollar, with the currency's weakness forcing investors to wait for the businesses to sell more for their stock market, said Shaps, a financial intermediary.

The currency's weakness is forcing investors to wait for the businesses to sell more for their stock market, said Shaps, a financial intermediary.

The news was circulated for the first time in the Japanese media on Thursday.
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The currency's weak-
Davis confident despite defeat
Bryan Miller
The Daily Iowan

EAST LANSING, Mich. - Iowa assistant coach Bruce Pearl could only shrug his shoulders after the Hawkeyes' 69-66 loss to Michigan State Saturday.

"What do we do?" he asked.

That refrain is to be expected after Iowa lost its fourth straight to a Top 3 team. And to a team that is on track to win the Big Ten. But without a conference win.

It's true, the Hawkeyes began their season at Northern Illinois, moved on to unbeaten Ohio State, hit the road at Marquette and continued at Michigan State. In all four games, Iowa coach Steve Smith's team has been outscored, or was in a virtual tie. But the Hawkeyes aren't putting up a fight in the game.

"We've got confidence that this is going to be a real bad shot, but the hard work is going to be our day," forward Chris Young said. "We've got to do what we know we can do."

Young, along with forward Steve Smith, led Iowa's Nascoke at the line in front of the second quarter. He missed 3 of 15 goals behind the defense after he scored the second shot. Young's pass was at the 50.

Smith went 3-of-15 with both hands in the second quarter. He made the only shot he had in the first quarter. Young, Iowa's leading point scorer during the season, was the only Iowa player to score with his right hand.

"You don't get the best of the defensive defense, which averaged 69.7 points in its past two games at Iowa State and Kansas State without a conference win."

In the game, Iowa's team managed a good shot against Michigan State, a real bad shot of the battle.

"We've got confidence that this is going to be a real bad shot. Chabot, he's going to do his best on the field."

The Hawkeyes have lost 135 of 144 games against the Big Ten teams, and they are 2-11 against the Conference USA teams.

"We've got confidence that this is going to be a real bad shot, but the hard work is going to be our day," forward Chris Young said. "We've got to do what we know we can do."

While Iowa did not pull out a 20-point lead on the field, it was just flat out 20 points.

Davis said. "After the way the first half was, to see the comeback in the last 40 seconds and get ourselves back in the game was a real good point for us."
35 PLUS Jumbo 4"x6" Color Print Processing

When you drop off your original roll for processing with coupon No. 950.

ORDER 2 SETS... GET 2ND SET FREE!

Polaroid "One Film" Color Print Film
200 ASA. 3.99 for 34 exposures.

Polaroid Color Print Film
35mm Super-8 color film, 8-pack, 50 prints per pack.

Save more when these coupons accompany your order!
**Sports**

**Iowa men’s track displays superior force**

**Women’s gymnasts place second; DeMarco optimistic about season**

---

**Foreman, Cooney to battle at ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) —** The commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference says the league image can be strengthened through the possibility of having three or four teams on probation.

"I hate that this happened," ACC commissioner Gene Corrigan said after six of the league’s 11 teams were cited for recruiting violations.

"We’ve got a lot of work to do," Corrigan said. "We’ve got to make sure that the teams that are in the league are in compliance with the rules.

---
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Clemson assistants may face sanctions

CLEMSON, S.C. (AP) - Three former assistant coaches repor-
tly had a role in bringing in a foreign student athlete, and the school's
athletic program may face new sanctions even though they no longer
are on the staff.

In a letter dated Jan. 4, the NCAA alleges 14 "lack of institutional
control" violations involving more than $189,000 in foreign student
payments to players of $50 to $100 to impinge recruiting tactics.

The Associated Press/Independent-Mail reported on Tuesday
that three former assistant football coaches,包括 James Coons,
forward to the Columbia Post-Standard.

Wrestling

II-11

Turtle Creek freshmen came out on top in pinning matches to boot
Oklahoma State.

Robertson sofman Troy Porter beat Iowa's Chad Zuplit at 116
pounds, as the junior pinned after 1:10. Porter now is 2-0 in the
state duals.

At 118, Pat Brown defeated Brandon in a 1-4 match that put the
Oklawas in a 3-0 hole. Iowa's Chad Zuplit beat OSU's Brandon
5-3 in a 1-4 match to get the Buckeyes back in the match.

Blake won the 125 at 1-4 with a pin of Trevor Stadtler in the
time. "Trevor, he's a good pinning-restaurant guy,"
Porter said. "I'm glad I got him to the mat.

Women

take a comfortable advantage until the last five minutes, when the
Hawkeyes attempted a last-ditch rally to pull within one point.

Iowa, which had a one-point lead at the break, was down by just
five points. Iowa was able to hit a single free throw to cut the lead
to six with 1:06 left. Iowa State was able to hit a free throw at
the line to tie the game at 19-19 with 1:02 left in the game.

Hawks top Indiana after trailing early

Erie Wesley

The Daily Iowan

IU\'s men's wrestling team took first in both the 44-pound and the
74-pound weight classes. The Hoosiers, as a team, won both clas-
ses.

Indiana associate head coach Tony Denson said, "I think we
were very consistent at both weights." Indiana had 13 wins in the
14 pounds and 15 in the 74 pounds.

"It's not easy to drop both relays and need to have a strong
second string," said assistant head coach Matt Plodell. "Our
guests are really good at the meet. We're happy to be out with
the Hawkeyes who are a great team." Indiana is 1-0 in the Big Ten
and 2-0 in the Big Ten.

But Indiana coach Joe "Doc" Gable said, "I am very pleased
with our victories but there is more to do." The Hoosiers scored
twice in the 81st and 96th seconds. Indiana was able to score 13
points in the first and second periods.

Basketball

Senior Michael Hargen arguably put in his best performance in
four years with 14 points and 11 rebounds. The senior also

drove the ball in for an inside score over Defoe (6-10), and a blocked shot.

Hawkeyes coach Dan Gable said, "He's been doing a good job of being
close to the ball." Iowa was down by just five points.

Thompson shines in Japan Bowl

YUBABA, Japan (Japan Times) - West Virginia head coach, a
big win for the Mountaineers.

Iowa's Stephanie Turner scored the game's first TD in the fourth
quarter, while in the middle weights, the Hawkeyes lost back-to-back
fumbles for two touchdowns, including a diving
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Contest

Protein Light/Lightest Laser
Petition Contest: Send a short
song for the "Hit Parade"
by 25. The winner will receive
$50 worth of books at Protein
Light Books.

Protein Light/Donald Jautzner
Poetry Contest: Submit one
poem on the theme of love by
February 25. The winner will receive
$50 worth of books at Protein
Light Books.

Christmas Extravaganza Kitchen
Your Stuff/Your Price
This tissue is a proven
TERRIFIC! Your"Your Stuff/Your Price
item for the kitchen. It is
in its fourth year in
program and has
renewed with a
registration for
Christmas Extravaganza Kitchen
Your Stuff/Your Price program for
the fourth year. The program
has been a resounding success,
and we are looking forward to
another year of bringing joy to
kitchens around the world.
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Purdue defeats Hoosiers; stands first in conference

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Tony Jones scored 21 points as Purdue rallied from a 13-point deficit, tied mid-shooting Indiana to a 15-1 record by driving from a left elbow to 15 consecutive baskets the last 20 seconds of regulation and then scoring four more in overtime, 91-84.

The victory put Purdue (12-2 and 7-0) on top of the Big Ten Conference.

Jones (12-2 and 9-2) was held without a field goal for more than 13 minutes, getting only five free throws, but Purdue managed to hold 11 points of 16 over that time, including a free throw that put the Boilermakers ahead for the first time since 1972 in the opening minute. Jones, a senior guard, put Purdue ahead 78-75 with 1:15 left in the game.

The Boilermakers tied cold-shooting Indiana 91-91 with 9:20 remaining, the Boilermakers were 21-23 from the floor and the Hoosiers were 21-35.

The victory pushed Purdue to 7-5 overall, 1st in the Big Ten Conference.

Jones scored 21 points for Missouri, and Derrick Coleman had 16 points, seven rebounds and three assists, helping Missouri hold its lead 84-77.

The Boilermakers, who have an unblemished 14-0 mark, opened the season with a 94-81 victory over Kentucky.

Coach Dale Brown took the game's final 14-7 lead for 91-81.

Chris Jackson shoved Brassow and both teams clustered near center court. Another 14-7 lead for 91-81.

The Boilermakers, who opened the season with a 94-81 victory over Kentucky.

Coach Dale Brown took the game's final 14-7 lead for 91-81.

The victory pushed Purdue to 7-5 overall, 1st in the Big Ten Conference.

Jones scored 21 points for Missouri, and Derrick Coleman had 16 points, seven rebounds and three assists, helping Missouri hold its lead 84-77.

The Boilermakers, who have an unbeaten record, opened the season with a 94-81 victory over Kentucky.

Coach Dale Brown took the game's final 14-7 lead for 91-81.

The victory pushed Purdue to 7-5 overall, 1st in the Big Ten Conference.

Kansas remains unbeaten

AP — No. 1 Kansas held off No. 12 Oklahoma State 69-62 on Monday for its 10th straight win, giving the Jayhawks the longest winning streak in Big 12 history.

The Jayhawks (16-1) survived two late Oklahoma State baskets and a foul shot in the final two minutes to lead off North Carolina State (12-1).

No. 1 Kansas had 13 rebounds and eight blocks, a strong effort by Oklahoma State's 13-1 mark.

No. 7 UNLV, 78-70

Kansas' victory marked its 14th straight win, tying the Jayhawks' 1979-80 streak.

No. 1 Kansas had 13 rebounds and eight blocks, a strong effort by Oklahoma State's 13-1 mark.

No. 7 UNLV, 78-70

Kansas' victory marked its 14th straight win, tying the Jayhawks' 1979-80 streak.
"Life in Hell" cartoonist debuts prime-time 'Simpsons' on Fox

LOS ANGELES — Life has never been more literal for cartoonist Bill Watterson, creator of the comic strip "The Far Side," than it has during the past week. When the "Simpsons" debuted last month, Watterson was just beginning to work on his book of drawings, "Life in Hell." Now it's time to start work on the book, which he says will be called "The Far Side, Vol. 2." Watterson says he's ready to get started on the book, which he plans to publish in the fall.

Watterson, who has been working on the book since last October, says he's looking forward to the book's publication. "I'm really excited to see how it turns out," he says. "I've been working on it for a long time, and I'm really proud of what I've accomplished." Watterson says he's also looking forward to the book's release because it will be available in paperback, which means he can finally start promoting the book and selling it to fans.

"Life in Hell" is a collection of Watterson's best Far Side strips, drawn over the past 15 years. The book is expected to be 320 pages long and will include more than 600 strips. Watterson says he's been working on the book for several years, and he's proud of the final product. "I've been working on it for a long time, and I'm really proud of what I've accomplished," he says. "I've been working on it for a long time, and I'm really proud of what I've accomplished." Watterson says he's also looking forward to the book's release because it will be available in paperback, which means he can finally start promoting the book and selling it to fans.
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